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Young’s Type Interference for Probing the Mode Symmetry in Photonic Structures
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A revisited realization of the Young’s double slit experiment is introduced to directly probe the photonic mode symmetry by photoluminescence experiments. We experimentally measure the far field angular emission pattern of quantum dots embedded in photonic molecules. The experimental data well agree with predictions from Young’s interference and numerical simulations. Moreover, the vectorial nature of photonic eigenmodes results in a rather complicated parity property for different polarizations, a feature which has no counterpart in quantum mechanics.
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The Young’s double slit experiment has been used for probing the wave nature of many different systems, such as light, sound, electrons, atoms and molecules. The original realization consists in a monochromatic light which illuminates, with the same phase in the near field (NF), two nearby slits and the diffracted light interferes in the far field (FF), demonstrating the wave character of light more than 200 years ago. Historically, Young’s interference has then played a fundamental role in the understanding the wave and particle duality of matter in quantum mechanics. [1] Recently it has been successfully revisited in plasmonics [2], attosecond [3], molecular physics [4] and nonlinear optics [5].

Here we propose a revisited photonic Young’s like experiment, where the slits are replaced by two identical photonic structures with embedded quantum emitters (i.e., quantum dots). In particular we use coupled photonic crystal microcavities (MCs) (see Fig. 1) often denominated as photonic crystal molecules [6–8]. These systems have been proposed for novel photonic devices [9] and for application in quantum information and communication [10,11]. Similar to the case of electronic states, both homo-atomic and hetero-atomic photonic molecules have been recently realized [12]. By exploiting NF mapping of the photonic eigenstates [13,14], the transition from localized to delocalized modes as a function of the mode detuning has been lately demonstrated [8,15]. Still the symmetry of the coupled modes is more difficult to be tested, as it refers to a phase property of the modes. Recently, phase sensitive techniques have been developed both in the NF [16] and in the FF [17], by interferometric methods and resonant elastic scattering. We demonstrate that Young’s type interference can be used to directly probe the photonic mode symmetry by simply using FF photoluminescence analysis.

In an ideal photonic molecule, the mode coupling results in a frequency splitting of the eigenvalues and in the formation of delocalized symmetric (with “+” sign) and antisymmetric (with “-” sign) eigenvectors, with an electric field described by

$E_\pm(r) = E_0(r - d) \pm E_0(r + d), \quad (1)$

where $E_0(r)$ represents the electric field mode of the single MC centered at $r = 0$ and $2d$ is the spatial separation between the two MCs. Note that there is a strict similarity of Eq. (1) with the orbitals of the $H_2^+$ molecule, nevertheless, the photonic orbitals are vectorial.

FIG. 1 (color online). Scheme of the emission patterns of two coupled modes $E_+(r)$ (left) and $E_-(r)$ (right) in a photonic microcavity molecule. The rhombs indicate the electric field distributions of the two modes, with a color scale to emphasize the positive (red) and negative (blue) amplitude. Red (blue) dashed lines indicate the constructive (destructive) optical paths in the far field emission patterns.
The mode $E_+(\mathbf{r})$ arises from two in phase single cavity modes and we expect to observe constructive interference along the normal direction, (as in the original Young’s double slits experiment). The mode $E_-(\mathbf{r})$ arises from two out of phase single cavity modes and we expect to find destructive interference along the normal direction (see Fig. 1). This can be formally expressed by considering the Fourier transform of Eq. (1). After straightforward calculations, we have:

$$\tilde{E}_+(\mathbf{k}) = 2\tilde{E}_0(\mathbf{k}) \cos(\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{d})$$

$$\tilde{E}_-(\mathbf{k}) = 2i\tilde{E}_0(\mathbf{k}) \sin(\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{d})$$

where $\tilde{E}_n(\mathbf{k})$ is the spatial Fourier transform of $E_n(\mathbf{r})$ (with $n = +, -, 0$). Therefore the symmetry of the coupled modes has a very strong impact on their angular emission pattern.

The investigated sample consists in a 320 nm-thick GaAs membrane with three layers of high-density InAs QDs emitting at 1300 nm grown by molecular beam epitaxy at the center of the membrane [18]. The photonic structure is a two dimensional triangular lattice where the single cavity, denominated $D_2$, is formed by four missing holes [see the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image Fig. 2(b)]. The photonic molecules are designed in two different configurations. Henceforth we will refer to vertically (horizontally) aligned $D_2$ cavities if the major (minor) diagonals of the two adjacent $D_2$ cavities lie along the same line (see the SEM images in Figs. 3 and 4). The MCs were characterized in a microphotoluminescence setup using a $NA = 0.7$ microscopy objective. The external cone of view is then $45^\circ$ with respect to the normal to the sample surface and the angular resolution is $8^\circ$. For excitation we used a solid-state laser emitting at 532 nm. PL emission from the sample was collected with the fiber, dispersed by a spectrometer and detected by a cooled InGaAs array; the spectral resolution is of the order of 0.1 nm. Finally, numerical calculations were performed with a finite-difference time domain (FDTD) solver package. In the following, we will use the labels $M1$ and $M2$ for the first two modes of the single $D_2$ cavity and the labels $P1 - P4$ for the first four modes of the coupled $D_2$ cavities.

In order to exploit the effects of the Young’s double slit interference described by Eqs. (2) and (3) to probe the mode symmetry of a photonic molecule, we need to measure the NF and FF patterns of the single cavity modes. The main properties of a single $D_2$ cavity are summarized in Fig. 2. The mode $M1$ is mainly polarized along the $x$ direction, while the mode $M2$ is characterized by an elliptical polarization [19]. Here and in the following, different scale colors are used for different maps. The NF maps show the electric field amplitude with a scale color to indicate the amplitude sign. The FF intensity $k$ patterns are shown on blue (black) background for the PL experimental data (FDTD simulations). To describe synthetically the mode parity, we will use the denomination $x$-even ($x$-odd) for an even (odd) mode with respect to $x$ inversion, etc. The FDTD NF maps of the significant electric field components are reported in Figs. 2(c)–2(e). The mode $M1$ is elongated along the $y$ direction and it is an $x$-even and $y$-even mode. The mode $M2$ is more symmetrically distributed (with a slight elongation along $x$) and the two polarizations have opposite parity. The $x$ polarization is $x$ even and $y$ odd, while the $y$ polarization is $x$ odd and $y$ even. As recently demonstrated FF measurements are a powerful tool for studying important aspects of Photonics modes [20], as mode losses [21], role of disorder [22], etc. We found that the PL FF intensity $k$ patterns are very different for the three cases. $M1$ shows an horizontal stripe with a maximum at the center. $M2$ shows a dark central region which is vertical and horizontal for the $x$ and $y$ polarizations, respectively. The experimental data nicely agree with the FDTD simulations. Obviously the FF $k$
and P simulations, shown in Figs. 3(f) and 3(g) agree well with the horizontally aligned D molecule, where, due to the selective coupling, we analyze the P3 and P4 modes arising from the overlap of the two M2 modes of the single

patterns directly follow from the NF maps and two points help in understanding them. (i) Diffraction imposes that the FF pattern is elongated in the perpendicular direction with respect to the NF map (see M1). (ii) x-odd (y-odd) modes destructively interfere in the FF along k_x = 0 (k_y = 0) (see the two polarizations of M2).

As a consequence of the different NF elongation of M1 and M2, we previously demonstrated that the photonic coupling is selective with respect to the geometrical configuration [8]. Therefore, in the case of vertical coupling, we limit our analysis to the P1 and P2 modes arising from the overlap of the two M1 modes. Figure 3(a) shows the comparison of the PL spectra for the single D2 cavity and the vertically aligned photonic molecule, in the inset a SEM image of the sample is displayed. In Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) we report the experimental PL FF k patterns of P1 and P2, which turn out to be very different. Along the k_x = 0 direction, we observe an enhancement of P1 while the FF k pattern of P2 shows a dark region. Figs. 3(d) and 3(e) show the Young’s predictions (with red frames) for constructive [Eq. (2)] and destructive [Eq. (3)] interference, respectively. The comparison with the PL data clearly indicate that P1 is the symmetric coupled mode and P2 is the antisymmetric coupled mode. The FDTD simulations, shown in Figs. 3(f) and 3(g) agree well with the data and with the Young’s predictions.

More complex, but also more interesting, is the case of the horizontally aligned D2 photonic molecule, where, due to the selective coupling, we analyze the P3 and P4 modes arising from the overlap of the two M2 modes of the single D2 cavity [8]. Figure 4(a) shows the comparison of the PL spectra between the single D2 cavity and the horizontally aligned photonic molecule (the inset shows the SEM image). Because of the elliptical polarization of the M2 mode, we need to study separately the FF patterns for the x and y polarizations.

In Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) we report the experimental PL FF k patterns of P3 and P4 for the x polarization. In Figs. 4(d) and 4(e) we report the experimental PL FF k patterns of P3 and P4 for the y polarization. All these patterns turn out to be very different. The comparison with the Young’s predictions (with red frames in Fig. 4) helps in understanding them and assesses the mode symmetry. Note that for horizontally aligned cavities the Young’s interference occurs along k_x = 0. The case of x polarization is simpler for recognizing the mode symmetry, since along k_x = 0 the FF k pattern of the x polarization of M2 has not zero intensity [see Fig. 2(j)]. In Fig. 4(c) we observe an enhancement along the k_x = 0 direction for the FF k pattern of P4, while the FF k pattern of P3 [see Fig. 4(b)] shows a dark region along the k_y = 0 direction. We conclude that P3 and P4 are the antisymmetric and symmetric coupled modes, respectively. In the case of y polarization the understanding of the FF k patterns of P3 and P4 is more problematic. The fingerprint of destructive interference for P3 is the broadening of the dark region along the
ky = 0 direction [see Fig. 4(d)]. The case of y polarization of P4 is quite puzzling: one may expect to find a bright region along ky = 0 (due to Young’s like constructive interference), while a dark region is observed [see Fig. 4(e)]. This is because the FF pattern of the y polarization of M2 has zero intensity along the ky = 0 [see Fig. 2(k)]. The signature of the constructive interference for P4 can be retrieved in the two additional vertical dark fringes around ±40°, which correspond to the first zero of the Young’s modulation cos(κ · d) in Eq. (2). The FDTD simulations agree with the data and with the Young’s predictions, even if sizeable differences are found in the case of y polarization of P4. The origin of these discrepancies is related to the slight hybridization of the molecular modes. Indeed the NF pattern of P4y is not exactly reproduced by Eq. (1), if E₀(r) is the y component of M2. Young predictions are indeed exact only in ideal molecules made by MC with one single mode.

Let us finally analyze the FDTD NF maps of the electric field amplitudes, which are reported in Fig. 5. As expected, it follows that P1 and P2 [see Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)], for vertical coupling, are y—even and y—odd, respectively. More complex is the case of P3 and P4 for horizontal coupling, where it is the x—symmetry which defines the Young interference. The P3 mode is x—odd for the x polarization and x—even for the y polarization [see Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)]. The two polarizations of the P4 mode have opposite x—parity with respect to P3 [see Figs. 5(e) and 5(f)]. These puzzling parity properties of P3 and P4 can be understood by simply noting that the “symmetric” mode E⁺(r) is x—even (x—odd) whenever E₀(r) is x—even (x—odd). On the contrary, the “antisymmetric” mode E⁻(r) is x—odd (x—even) whenever E₀(r) is x—even (x—odd). Then, remembering the parity properties of M2 (see Fig. 2), we conclude that the mode P3 corresponds to the E⁺(r) and the P4 mode corresponds to the E⁻(r). It follows that there may be a difference between parity (with respect to inversion) and symmetry (with respect to the mode building).

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that a revised Young’s double slit experiment can be used to probe the photonic mode symmetry. The constructive (destructive) FF interference is a direct signature of the symmetric (antisymmetric) mode property, arising from the electromagnetic coupling in a photonic crystal molecule. Moreover, the vectorial character of the photonic eigenmodes of the photonic crystal molecule results in a rather complicated parity property for different polarizations. This feature does not have a counterpart in the analogous quantum mechanical problem (i.e., the H⁺2 molecule). Young’s like photonic interference may open up interesting possibilities, controlling and matching the NF phases of two nearby quantum sources to implement novel devices for quantum information applications.
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